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SYNOPSIS
Mu.ltiple correlation ~nd.regression
techniques are use~ to ~nalyse gold plant operating records. Key variables m the process which Influence the gold recovery are Identified and assembled into a mathematical model.
This constitutes a valuable tool for the optimisation of variables such as the rates of reagent addition and for
assessing the economics of extending the plant. Substantial short term economic benefits have been realized.
The techniques provide a rapid diagnostic service without interfering with normal plant operation. Quantitative
results are presented and their implications examined. The value of the method is discussed.

SINOPSIS
V~elvoudige korrelasie e~ regressie tegniek~ wc;>rdvan gebruik g.~maak om werkverslae van goud aanlegte te
anahseer. Sleutelveranderhkes
wat goud herwmnmgsprosesse
bemvloed, word geidentifiseer en saamgebind
in matematiese modelle wat 'n waardevolle mid del uitmaak om veranderlikes so os reagense dosering te verbeter asook vir. die beraming van. die ekono.mie va~ aanlegte uitbr~idings. Aansienlike kort termyn ekonomiese
voordele kan hlerdeur verwesenhk word. Die tegnleke kan voordehg aangewend word om vinnige diagnoses te
verkry sonder om die werking van aanlegte te versteur. Kwantitatiewe resultate word aangebied en hulle betekenisse ondersoek. Algemene waarnemings van die bruikbaarheid en waarde van die metode word bespreek.

INTRODUCTION
The efficiency of the gold recovery process is extraordinarily high by mineral processing standards,
recoveries of 98 per cent or greater from head values in
the ppm range not being uncommon.
Nevertheless,
the monetory value of the gold discarded in a soluble
and insoluble form in the tailings is prodigious. A 2 per
cent loss of gold in the South African industry would
constitute approximately
20 tonnes of unrecovered gold
per annum equivalent
to some R25Mt. In many instances, the recoveries fall appreciably
short of the
98 per cent mark.
It is apparent that even modest improvements
in recovery would yield a significant source of additional
revenue. With this in mind, an investigation commenced
towards the end of 1971 to determine the feasibility of
recovering economically as much of the residual gold as
possible from Anglo American Group mines.
The gold recovery process is not without complexity,
involving many plant operations with multiple units,
and large numbers of variables not always linked in a
straightforward
fashion. It is obviously necessary to
reduce the system to terms which can readily be handled
and manipulated,
and mathematical
modelling constitutes the means of achieving this. At the same time, the
need to take a comprehensive look at the whole process
. Anglo American Research Laboratories,
ration of South Africa, Limited.

Anglo American Corpo-

tEconomic values in this paper are based on a. gold price of $50
per oz (RI 250 per kg).
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suggests logically that computers be brought to bear on
the task.
Data characterising
the behaviour of the plant is an
essential prerequisite
for any proposed analysis. Such
data is readily available from plant operating records
which embody and reflect the behavioural patterns and
nuances of the process. A suitable mathematical
technique is then required to extract the really useful information and relationships
which lie buried in these
operating records. It is also necessary that this information be fed back to the plant personnel within a
relatively

short

period

of time

-

this

is not

only

desir-

able from an economic viewpoint but is important
to
demonstrate the value of the mathematical
approach and
to engender confidence in its application.
In view of these requirements,
multiple linear regression suggests itself as an appropriate mathematical
technique. It uses the data to generate a muItilinear
model of the process constructed from its key variables.
The model then represents the mathematical
analogue
of the plant and it can readily be manipulated to predict
the response of the process to various operating changes
This provides the basis for the eventual
economic
optimization.
MULTILINEAR

STEPWISE

REGRESSION

In the stepwise regression procedure,
one of the
variables in the process is selected as the dependent
variable (usually the unwashed residue gold value) and a
linear relationship
is constructed
from the significant
independent
variables.
The models devised in the
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present study take the general form
Y =bo+1:bjcPJ(Xj,Xk)
n
A

of valuable information on the process. Caution must,
however, be exercised in interpreting
the correlations
since apparent correlation can be induced between two
variables as a result of their association with other
variables in the system.
In the stepwise regression procedure, the independent
variables are added (or removed) one at a time to the
model depending on their relative statistical significances
which are re-examined
at every step. The order of
entry of the variables and their influence on the significances of the variables already in the model can provide
useful insight
into the relationships
between
the
variables.
Development
of a meaningful model of a plant is
perhaps as much an art as a science and experience has
been that careful interpretation
of the computer generated results is of prime importance in deriving useful
information
from the technique.
The inter-variable

A

where

or estimated
value of the
Y = predicted
dependent variable, Y
Xj, Xk=independent
variables
bj=regression
coefficients
bo=constant
term in regression equation
It should be noted that the model is linear in the
coefficients bj, but not necessarily in the variables.
Nonlinearities
and interactions
between variables are
accounted for by c!>J(Xj,Xk), which represents suitable
functions of the independent
variables. These may be
logarithmic,
exponential,
power and other functions
and the only restriction on them is that no additional
unknown coefficients are introduced which might violate
the linearity
constraint.
The choice of the function
cPJ(Xj,Xk) is largely a matter of the degree of nonlinearity sought, the availability
of mechanistic information about the variables concerned and judgement
based on a 'feel' of their behaviour. In the simplest case
where no interaction
or variable nonlinearity
is considered, c!>J(Xj,Xk)=Xj and the model reduces to the
straightforward
linear equation

A

correlations and examination of the residuals (Yi - Yi)
are valuable aids in this regard. Normally, several computer runs with appropriate permutations
and omissions
of variables are necessary in order to arrive at a successful model.
Details of stepwise regression analysis are available
processing
time obviously
elsewhere1, 2, 3. Computer

A

Y=bo+b1X1+b2X2+

.........

+bnXn

depends on the machine used and the program options
invoked. Using a FORTRAN V program and a UNIV AC
HOS machine, most runs fell within the range
to 1
minute.

The model is matched with the data in a least squares
sense to provide the values for the regression coefficients.
It is, in essence, a summation of the contributions of the
effects of the independent variables in determining
Y.
At the heart of stepwise regression analysis lies
correlation analysis and the first step in the computation
is the calculation of the correlation coefficients linking
all combinations
of variables in the system. These
correlation coefficients represent a substantial repository
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in plant log sheets. The plant sections included are
normally the mill circuit, thickeners, the cyanidation
circuit and the filtration circuit since these embrace the
main metallurgical
parameters
influencing gold losses.
A simple block diagram showing the main flows of ore
and product gold in a typical plant is shown in Fig. 1.
Inclusion of as many variables as possible is recommended. Even if several are felt to be of little consequence as far as gold recovery is concerned, examination
of their relationships with other operating variables (as
characterized
by the correlation
coefficients) can be
illuminating.
In any event, the computer
routine
screens out the insignificant variables in the course of
the regression analysis.
Data obtained from a six-month
period of plant
operation is normally used with readings on a daily or
shift basis. In general the frequency of the data should
be matched to the main time constants of the operation.
If individual unit operations involving short time constants are being studied, the data will obviously need
to be collected more frequently
than for operations
involving long time constants. The period over which
data is collected for analysis should be sufficient to
provide enough results to allow a reasonable level of
statistical confidence.
The holdup of pulp and delays brought about by
long retention times mean that process and sampling
time lags must be taken
into consideration
since
cause and effect can often be widely separated in time.
EXAMPLES

OF PLANT

MODELS

Two examples of typical plant models are presented
below. Variables denoted by a 'prime' (i.e. Xl) are
measured one day ahead of the final residue sample.

XSG =specific
F

gravity

of pulp entering filter

X+ 100mesh=the
+100 mesh size fraction
filter residue, per cent

of the

x+ 200mesh=the
-100 +200 mesh size fraction
the filter residue, per cent

Xlthick U/F Au=the gold content
underflow pulp, g/t

of the

of

thickener

XAu7=gold concentration in the filtrate from
material in number seven pachuca, g/t
Xlthick T=thickener

temperature,

°0

of slurry
XlTl = temperature
pachuca, °0
XlCNl =N aON concentration
material in number
cent

in number

one

in filtrate from
one pachuca, per

XCN7=NaON
concentration
in filtrate from
material in number seven pachuca, per
cent
X pH7=pH value of filtrate from material
number seven pachuca
Xcao=OaO
content of filtrate
slurry, per cent

in

from repulped

Fifty nine plant parameters
were included in the
analysis. As can be seen, most of these have been
screened out by the regression.

Western Deep Levels Low Grade Circuit

Western Holdings Gold Plant

The model characterizing
the Western Deep Levels
low grade circuit over the period July-December,
1971 is
given by:

Starting with thirty four plant variables, the following
model of the Western Holdings gold plant was generated
covering the period January-June,
1972:

Y=0,04-0,194

yA

5 Xlthick U/F SG +0,02955

exp

[

XlSG-1

= - 0,417 7+0,003021 exp 10 XlSG+0,011 1 1n(1O X+100mesh)

XlSGl -1]
10
XlSGl

[

]

+0,002929 Xl pulp Au+156,0 XcaoF

+ 1,457 exp
+0,00237

+5139
where

-1

X:G

] +0,00904 X+100mesh

XAu7-0,001
XlCNl

exp (-X

36 Xlthick

375 X\hick

XlTl-94,86

XcaoF)2

AFRICAN

XCaoF)3-0,079

+(0,1920-0,001966
XCN7 XpH7

. . . . . .

iT estimated
gold content
=
washed residue, g/t
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+0,2364(100

U/F Au

T

XCN7+8,529

PH7)+9,787 XCao

Xl thick U/F sG=specific gravity
flow pulp
XlsGl=specific
gravity
pachuca
JOURNAL

-1,058(100

F

X+200 mesh+0,026

+0,005105
+0,1534

[-10

XSG

of

of the thickener

the

(1)
un-

under-

of pulp in number

. . . (2)

Xc A) XGC

A

where

Y = estimated gold content of the unwashed
residue, g/t
XlSG=specific gravity
pachucas

of pulp

X+100 mesh=the +100 mesh size fraction
residue, per cent

in metering

of the filter

one
XlpulP Au=gold
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XCaO F =CaO concentration
per cent

in pulp entering filter,

XCN F =NaCN
concentration
filter, per cent
XT=pulp

temperature,

in

pulp

°C

XcA=gold
amalgamation
trate, per cent

efficiency, for concen-

XGC=proportion
of gold recovered
tration, per cent
Comparison

entering

by concen-

of Model and Data

As an illustration of the ability of a model to simulate
the plant, Table I shows a comparison between the gold
content of the residue calculated using the Western
Deep Levels model and that measured on the plant. Data
for a two-week period are listed covering a reasonable
range of residue values.
TABLE
COMPARISON

OF MODEL
DEEP

WITH

LEVELS

PLANT

1971

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

EXAMINATION

ASSAYS

LOW GRADE

Gold content
Date
November,

I
FOR

THE

WESTERN

CIRCUIT

of unwanted

residue, g/t

Plant

Model

0,43
0,42
0,40
0,37
0,33
0,37
0,34
0,36
0,36
0,32
0,33
0,34
0,31
0,34

0,40
0,42
0,38
0,40
0,37
0,36
0,35
0,34
0,33
0,35
0,32
0,36
0,31
0,33

OF SOME KEY

PARAMETERS

Some important parameters which have been found to
influence plant performance
are considered below. It
should be stressed that although these represent common
factors which have emerged in the analyses conducted
to date, ores differ and no two plants are alike. Hence,
from an optimization
viewpoint, each circuit must be
considered individually.
Gravity Concentration

and Amalgamation

Perhaps the most significant of the findings in economic terms is associated with the recovery of gold
from the mill circuit by gravity concentration
and
amalgamation.
Five of the Anglo American Group gold
plants
currently
incorporate
gravity
concentration
circuits involving tertiary cyclones, Johnson drum- and
continuous belt concentrators.
Gold is recovered from
the final concentrate by amalgamation
and the tailings
are recycled to the mill circuit and eventually find their
way to the cyanidation
section. These plants thus
present two alternative routes for the recovery of gold 214
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via concentration and amalgamation
or via cyanidation
and precipitation
(see Fig. 1).
The significance of gravity concentration
and amalgamation in relation to the overall gold recovery was
highlighted in the initial computer analysis at Western
Deep Levels Limited. Interpretation
of the results was
necessary to uncover the ramifications of concentration
and amalgamation.
The most significant variable influencing the gold content of filter residue and hence the
overall plant recovery, was found to be the gold concentration
in the thickener
underflow
(see model,
equation (1)). This, in turn, is a direct measure of the
amount of gold removed from the circuit by concentration.
Variation
of the thickener
underflow gold
concentration
in equation (1) shows that a substantial
improvement in overall gold recovery is possible by increasing the proportion of gold removed in the concentration and amalgamation
circuit.
The quantitative
relationship provided by the model
has been verified by plant test work and by previous
plant records4 even when extrapolated
well beyond the
range of normal plant operation.
The relationship,
converted into terms of the efficiency of gravity concentration
and plotted
over the complete
(though
hypothetical)
range of gravity recoveries by concentration from 0 to 100 per cent, is shown in Fig. 2. It
should be observed from equation (1) that a higher gold
concentration in the pregnant solution at the end of the
leach (XAU7) results in higher residue values. This
phenomenon
was also observed when considering the
gold content of the washed residue and is perhaps due to
some precipitation
of gold when the concentration
in
solution rises. This situation will be relieved by diverting
more gold via the gravity concentration
route. Consequently the effect of this variable must be considered
when examining
variations
in efficiency by gravity
concentration
and the data of Fig. 2 account for this.
A 0 per cent concentration
efficiency in Fig. 2 represents operation of the circuit without concentrators.
The projected average overall recovery for the JulyDecember 1971 period under these hypothetical circumstances is 95,92 per cent and this may be regarded as
the recovery by cyanidation
for the Western
Deep
Levels low grade circuit.
At the other end of the scale, projection to 100 per
cent gold removal by gravity concentration
provides, in
theory, the amalgamation
efficiency of gold in the low
grade concentrate. From Fig. 2 this value is seen to be
99,14 per cent. Plant test work at Western Deep Levels
has, in fact, resulted in an increase in amalgamation
efficiency such that the current overall value for the
gold in the combined concentrates from both the high
grade and low grade circuits as measured on the plant
is 99,46 per cent.
The difference between the amalgamation
and cyanidation efficiencies is the essential key to the advantages
inherent in increasing gold recovery by gravity concentration. Reducing the gold load on the cyanidation
circuit will of course have obvious direct benefits such
as the reduction of soluble gold losses. An important
point to bear in mind is that the gravity concentration
and amalgamation
procedure must recover the coated
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gold which resists cyanidation
in order that the full
benefits of gravity concentration
can be realized. This is
particularly
pertinent in the light of the mineralogical
evidence5 on the behaviour of coated gold particles in the
circuit. Concentration
must therefore be effective in
depleting the circuit of this gold and, in addition, the
amalgamation
procedure must recover a high proportion
of it. If the coated gold is not recovered from the concentrates and find its way through to the cyanidation
circuit, much of the potential advantages
of gravity
separation will be lost. Concentration
of the gold does,
however, engender considerable scope and flexibility for
intensive treatment since a substantial proportion of the
gold is concentrated
into a small tonnage. A straightforward acid treatment is, for example, one adjunct to
amalgamation
practice which has been found beneficial.
In the case of the Western Deep Levels low grade
circuit, increase in the recovery of gold by concentration
from the present average of 27 per cent to a projected
50 per cent results (from Fig. 2) in a model prediction of
an unwashed residue value lower by 0,083 g/t corresponding to an increase in overall circuit recovery from 96,74
per cent to 97,45 per cent. This represents an additional
monthly gold production of some 17,3 kg or approximately R21 600 per month additional
revenue. Extensions to the gravity concentration plant are scheduled
for installation
to take advantage
of the substantial
advantages involved.
A high amalgamation
efficiency is obviously a prerequisite for deriving benefit from an increased proportion of gold recovered by concentration.
This point

100

70

(c/o)
Deep Levels Iow grade circuit

may best be illustrated
by considering a case where
greater latitude exists for raising the amalgamation
efficiency.
Considering,
for instance,
the Western
Holdings gold plant, analysis of past operating data
yielded a computer estimated amalgamation
efficiency
of 98 per cent. The model in this case incorporates the
gravity
concentration
and amalgamation
variables
directly (equation (2)). Since at 98 per cent the amalgamation efficiency is only marginally
better than the
cyanidation
efficiency for this plant, it might be expected that variation in the proportion
of gold concentrated will not have a marked impact on the overall
plant recovery. This is illustrated in Fig. 3. An increase
in gold recovery by preconcentration
from the JanuaryJune 1972 average of 37 per cent to 50 per cent would,
under
these circumstances,
provide
an additional
monthly revenue of only R2 660.
An increase in amalgamation
efficiency to 99,4 per
cent would alter the picture significantly and an improvement in gravity separation recovery begins to have
a telling effect. This projected situation is characterized
by the dashed line in Fig. 3. A 50 per cent recovery of
gold by gravity concentration
would in this case yield
an increase in gold production worth R44 165 per month.
Since the computer analysis was conducted, refinement
of the amalgamation
technique and improvement in the
proportion of mill gold recovery at Western Holdings,
in part by the installation
of an additional belt concentrator, have permitted advantage to be taken of this
economic advantage. The overall plant recovery under
these conditions has exceeded 98 per cent.
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Grind
As might be expected, fineness of grind has been
found to be a significant parameter
influencing the
overall plant recovery. The model generated by the
216

efficiency,

(0J0)

of efficiency of gravity concentration and recovery by amalgamation
January-June,
1972)

The validation of the model projections even when
extrapolated over a wide range of concentration efficiency
permits the approach to be employed in predicting the
effects of installing gravity concentrators
on plants
where concentration
is not presently
practised.
The
information
required is a knowledge of the current
plant recovery in the absence of concentrators
(equivalent to the cyanidation
efficiency) and an estimate of
the amalgamation
efficiency (usually 99 per cent or
greater - this can be checked in the laboratory)
to
provide the two limiting situations.
The relationship
linking them can be assumed to be linear. Considering
by way of illustration
the high and low grade gold
circuits at Vaal Reefs West, the installation of gravity
concentrators
to recover 50 per cent of the gold at an
amalgamation
efficiency of 99 per cent is projected to
yield an additional monthly revenue of some R55 000 in
terms of increased gold production. If 75 per cent concentration
could be achieved,
the figure would be
R82 400 per month.
Research
and development
work is currently
in
progress at the Anglo American Research Laboratories
to establish the best means of concentrating
gold by
gravity techniques and to determine the optimum points
in the circuit where concentration
should be effected6.
Mathematical
models of the plant will be helpful in this
regard.
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100
100

75

at Western

Holdings

(period:

regression analysis quantifies the relationship
and enabIes the effect of changing the grind to be determined
while holding the other operating
variables in the
system constant.
In the case of the Western Holdings model only one of
the residue gradings (the plus 100 mesh fraction) entered
as a significant variable whereas both the plus 100 mesh
and minus 100 plus 200 mesh fractions entered the
model representing the Western Deep Levels low grade
circuit. The computer usually tends to select the coarse
size fractions perhaps because, being smaller in magni.
tude and therefore subject to greater variation, they
are more sensitive indicators of the associated effects.
Mineralogical
overtones
may also be involved.
In
general it would be desirable to characterize the grind by
an appropriate
particle size distribution
whose parameters would appear as variables in the analysis. This
would enable all particle size fractions in a sample to
contribute collectively, but too few fractions are normally
determined
distribution

to permit
a reasonable
mathematical
to be matched to the gradings.

Using the Western Deep Levels low grade model as an
example, the two size fractions are both well correlated
with the minus 200 mesh material and may thus con.
veniently be expressed in terms of this fraction. It is a
straightforward
matter to get the computer to generate
appropriate
relationships
from the operating
data.
Using these relationships
in conjunction
with the
mathematical
model enables the effect of changing the
minus 200 mesh fraction to be determined. The result,
plotted over the range of the data during the six-month
period, is shown in Fig. 4.
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By quantifying the influence on the plant performance
of a variable such as grind, the model serves a valuable
function in enabling the projection of the additional
revenue which would accrue from an incre3,se in the
milling c3,pacity. Assuming, for example, that the grind
in the Western Deep Levels low grade circuit could be
improved to 75 per cent minus 200 mesh (from the
average of 69,1 per cent), the additional
revenue in
terms of increased gold production
calculated
from
Fig. 4 would be R6 320 per month. It is then a straightforward matter to determine whether the capital investment or additional operating expenditure is justified
or not.
Having established the importance of grind, examination of the computer
correlations
will reveal the
variables in the system which significantly influence the
grind or are associated with it. Ideally, a further regression analysis should be conducted using a particle
size parameter
of the product of the mill as the dependent
variable.
To achieve a really meaningful
model, however, would require the requisite operating
data at a frequency more closely matched to the time
constants of the mills and their associated classifiers.
Nevertheless,
the correlations have provided valuable
pointers as to variables which influence the grind.
Variables such as temperature,
pH and percentage
water in the pulp are typical. Exploitation of this type of
information has produced significant benefits. High pH
values ofthe mill circuit water are, for example, generally
associated with a coarser grind, perhaps due to flocculation and viscosity effects. By altering the addition
JOURNAL
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grade

circuit (period:

July-December,

1971)

of lime to the circuit from the mill feed to a point
downstream
of the mill circuit, appreciable improvements in grind have been recorded. Higher temperatures
would appear to be beneficial primarily in reducing pulp
viscosities thereby improving classification.
If a change in the fineness of grind is contemplated,
the inter-variable
correlations will be useful in predicting
the changes which will be incurred in other key operating
parameters such as gravity concentration
efficiency and
filter duty.
Leach pulp sa
Another
parameter
the importance
of which has
emerged in all the analyses conducted to date is the
specific gravity of the pulp during cyanidation.
Lower
specific gravities are generally accompanied
by higher
gold recoveries. The quantitative
relationship
provided
by the model of the Western Holdings plant is fairly
typical and is shown in Fig. 5. If the average specific
gravity of the pulp could be reduced from the sixmonthly average of 1,49 to 1,40, then the model projects
an increase in overall recovery from 97,78 per cent to
97,93 per cent. Under constant tonnage conditions, this
represents
an additional
monthly gold production
of
6,8 kg (R8 500).
Variation
in the specific gravity of the pulp will
obviously have physico-chemical
ramifications
as far
as the cyanidation
kinetics are concerned. Above a
certain limiting specific gravity, a sharp rise in pulp
viscosity manifests itself. This will cause less effective
agitation due partly to larger air bubbles forming in
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1,48

1,50

1,52

January-June,

1972)

1,54

SG

of the pulp at Western

the pachucas and, also, lower oxygen and cyanide
diffusion rates. The influence of particle size on the
specific gravity of the pulp would perhaps also fall into
this category. Plants with agitation times longer than
those of the Anglo American Group will be less acutely
affected by sluggish diffusion due to the compensating
effect of longer reaction times.
Aside from its implications as regards reaction kinetics,
the specific gravity of the leach pulp is also a sensitive
indicator of the tonnage load on a plant. High operating
specific gravities are normally indicative of an excessive
tonnage where a denser pulp is required in order to
maintain agitation times and filter duties. The correlations will again indicate the degree to which each of
these factors is affected and how they in turn relate to
the gold extraction.
As in the case with the grind
variable, specific gravity is a capacity limiting factor and
the projections of the model are valuable for determining
the economic merits of extending the plant by adding
pachucas and/or filters and their peripherals.
It is obviously desirable to operate at the lowest
possible specific gravity which will just permit the
plant to achieve the desired throughput.
This is an
interesting process control problem and a mathematical
218

1,46

Holdings

(period:

model of the process would be a useful aid in enabling
the minimum operating specific gravity to be established
at any instant.
Cyanide concentration in the leach liguors
An optimum cyanide concentration
for leaching has
been reported in the literature8, 9. Since this is an
operating variable over which control can readily be
exercised, particular attention has been paid in analyzing
operating data in an attempt to uncover an optimum if,
in fact, it exists. The situation is complex due to the
interaction of the cyanide concentration
with variables
such as alkali concentration, pH values, temperature and
agitation time.
Some of the complexities involved may be illustrated
by examining
the Western Deep Levels low grade
circuit. The cyanide concentrations at the beginning and
end of the leach (the number one and number seven
pachuca values) were both found to be significant in
affecting the residue gold values. The readings are obviously related since the cyanide addition rate at the
start of the leach will, to a large extent, determine the
concentrations
down the line of the low grade pachuca
banks.
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It is evident from the model (equation (1)) that the
effects of the two cyanide concentrations
are actually
in opposition. A rise in the cyanide concentration
of
number one pachuca is accompanied by an increase in
the gold content of the residue whereas an increase in the
cyanide concentration of number seven pachuca leads to
lower gold contents of the residues (see Fig. 7). Thus a
low cyanide concentration at the start of the leach and a
higher concentration at the end might both be beneficial
to the extraction. There could, in fact, be an optimum
cyanide concentration
profile down the line of the
pachuca banks which apparently
runs counter to the
natural tendency for the concentration
to drop during
the course of the passage of pulp through the pachucas.
To take advantage
of this in practice would involve
adjusting the cyanide concentration
at the beginning of
the leach to a low level and adding cyanide at selected
points down the pachuca line. The economic benefits
involved in this particular case appear to be sufficiently
attractive to warrant some confirmatory plant test work.
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number seven pachuca and pulp temperature
of 22 QC,
the optimum "number one pachuca concentration"
falls
just below the lower end of the operating range. Although the average cyanide concentration
was not far
from the optimum, it obviously increased on occasion
well above the optimum value. This is not only wasteful of cyanide but incurs an appreciable
penalty in
terms of higher gold content in the residues.
With the aid of regression analysis, it thus becomes
possible to identify the region of cyanide concentration
on a particular plant which should be aimed at during
operation. Other interesting phenomena might well also
be uncovered in the process. For control purposes, a
suitable mathematical
model will help to provide the
instantaneous
optimum cyanide concentration
allowing
for the influences of other interactive variables.
pH value of the leach pulp
The existence of an optimum pH value or lime concentration
for cyanidation
is also indicated
in the
literature9, 1°. This has been confirmed by the circuits
analyzed to date. Considering again the Western Deep
Levels model for the low grade circuit as a case in point,
varying the pH value in number seven pachuca in
equation
(1) over its six-monthly
range yields the
curves shown in Fig. 7. The optimum pH apparent is, as
might be expected, dependent on the cyanide concentration such that higher cyanide concentrations
at the
end of the leach cause the optimum pH to shift to lower
values.
Once again, appreciable economic considerations
are
involved. In the case of the Western Holdings plant, for
example, operating at a residual lime concentration
of
0,020 per cent instead of the normal average of 0,016
per cent is calculated to incur a monthly loss of nearly
6 kg of gold. At Vaal Reefs West, the computer analysis
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Fig. 6-Effect of cyanide concentration
in the first pachuca
at 22°C and various pH values for the Western Deep Levels
Iow grade circuit (period: July-December,
1971)

In view of the fact that the cyanide concentration in
number seven pachuca is dictated to some extent by the
concentration
in number one pachuca, it is logical for
purposes of illustration to combine the two effects into a
single quantitative
relationship based on the number one
pachuca value. Using the operating data, it is a simple
matter to express the "number seven concentration"
as a
function of the "number one concentration".
The resulting relationship,
used in conjunction
with the
mathematical
model, provides the overall effect of
variation in the "number one concentration"
shown in
Fi~. 6 plotted over the six-month concentration
range.
It IS apparent that the opposing influences have combined to produce an effect with an optimum, although
the position of the optimum depends on the pH value
(and the temperature).
Control of the cyanide addition
rate and the pH value close to optimum levels is obviously desirable. At the average pH value of 10,7 in
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Fig. 7-Effect of pH value in the last pachuca at various
cyanide concentrations for the Western Deep Levels Iow
grade circuit (period: July-December, 1971)
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showed the lime concentrations
employed for leaching
to be too high. Reducing these to the recommended
values has not only resulted in a saving of some R600
per month in lime consumption but has improved the
gold recovery as well.
The considerations involved in controlling the cyanide
concentration
are equally pertinent in the optimization
and control of the pH values during leaching.
Temperature
Temperature
has generally been found to be a significant factor affecting plant performance.
During the
normal course of events this manifests itself in terms of
higher residue values during the colder winter months.
Aside from its most obvious effect on cyanidation
kinetics, changes in temperature
can affect many other
factors influencing gold recovery. Thus, during the
colder weather, the following are some of the factors
which come into play:
(i) the grind might suffer slightly due primarily to
poorer classification
(ii) an increased use of flocculants is necessary and
this appears to be detrimental
to the gold extraction
(iii) the water quality deteriorates
(iv) more viscous pulps are less effectively agitated
(v) lower filter duties are experienced.
In one instance, the improvement
in gold recovery
with increase in temperature projected by mathematical
simulation was sufficiently attractive
to prompt some
plant test work4. A standby uranium plant boiler was
fortunately
on hand and was used to heat the pulp in
the pachucas to a temperature
in excess of 40°C by
steam injection. The experiment
served not only to
endorse the economic viability of this operation but it
also highlighted
other advantages
such as markedly
improved filter duties. Details of the exercise are to be
discussed elsewhere4.
The effects of temperature,
particularly where quantified by an analysis of the type described here, provide
impetus for waste heat recovery and utilization in a
gold plant. Significant benefits are to be had in virtually
all unit operations in the process.
Other factors
Apart from the more obvious variables discussed
above, several other interesting
factors have been
brought to light in the course of the plant analyses
conducted to date. Some of the secondary effects noted
with variations in grind or temperature might be deemed
to fall into this category. These variables often do not
appear directly in the regression equation but become
evident only upon examination
and interpretation
of
the inter-variable
correlations.
One or two examples will serve as illustrations.
Excessive residence times in thickeners or collectors have
on occasion been found detrimental
to the gold recovery probably due to a growth of the refractory
coating which shields the gold particles from attack
by cyanides. Indications
have been obtained of the
benefits of a reverse leach system in which the uranium is
220 FEBRUARY 1973

leached before the gold - the acid treatment no doubt
renders additional gold amenable to cyanidation.
What might be termed 'negative' information is also
valuable from a diagnostic
viewpoint.
This usually
manifests itself in the guise of significant correlations
for which no logical explanation
can be found or,
alternatively,
as an absence of significant correlations
where these might be expected from process logic. A
relevant example was observed in one case where the
filter vacuum parameter appeared in the mathematical
model in the unlikely manner such that it significantly
influenced the washed residue gold value. This phenomenon
defied reasonable explanation since a higher vacuum was
associated with higher residue values.
Examination
of the correlations
showed the filter
vacuum variable to be spuriously associated with a
large number of other variables in the system while
simultaneously
showing only weak correlations
with
obviously related parameters. It was concluded that the
vacuum was appearing as a composite effect variable
rather than as a cause and that something was therefore
obviously amiss with the vacuum readings. Investigation of the vacuum system by plant personnel soon
uncovered the presence of substantial
leaks. This perhaps represents a classic example of the use of a computer as a diagnostic tool and, at the same time, it
demonstrates how wrong interpretations
could result by
relying directly on the automatic
selection performed
by the machine.
BENEFITS
Economic Benefits
The economic benefits which have accrued from the
application
of the technique fall essentially into two
categories. Additional gold production and conservation
of reagents have resulted from direct implementation
of
the findings of the computer analyses. At the same time,
indirect economic benefits have accrued by virtue of the
fact that the computer has drawn attention to key areas
of the process (such as gravity concentration)
resulting
in closer attention
and operational
improvements
by
plant personnel. In some instances, computer analysis
provided impetus and direction to plant test work which
was already in progress.
It is difficult to provide an accurate estimate of the
benefits which have been realized since with normal
plant fluctuations
a reasonable period of time is required before a clear statistical picture of the improvements in recovery becomes evident. Only three of the
plants examined to date have been operating sufficiently
long to enable assessment on this basis. For these three
plants, the revenue resulting from increased gold recovery is approaching RIM per annum.
It should be pointed out that this improvement
has
been achieved at negligible capital cost with, for the
most part, a reduction in running expenses due to reagent conservation. Considerable further potential will,
of course, be realized when scheduled capital plant extensions are installed. The computer processing costs
required were negligible and the man-hours of effort
involved represent but a few per cent of the increased
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Other Benefits
Aside from the direct economic advantages
cited
above, several other benefits, some perhaps less tangible,
have been realized. These are summarized below:
(i) As noted earlier, the models can provide the
quantitative
metallurgical
projections
required
to aid capital investment decisions.
(ii) The computer analyses have provided a rapid
turnaround of profitable information to the mines.
(iii) The analyses have constituted a valuable learning
device in that careful study of the results has
promoted greater insight into the mechanisms
and cause-effect relationships
involved in gold
plant operation.
This, in turn, has stimulated
morale and has prompted plant personnel to take
a more judicious and critical look at their operations.
(iv) The project has been a vehicle for close cooperation between research and development, the
consultants and the mines. Many of the results
achieved could not have been readily attained
without
this cooperation
and its associated
feedback of information.
(v) The technique can serve a useful troubleshooting
function.
(vi) In the course of the analysis, an assessment of
the quality of the operating data under scrutiny
is obtained.
The accuracy of the calculations
involved in obtaining
data such as agitation
times can also be checked. This has led to improvements in sampling and in the accuracy of
operating records.
(vii) Potentially valuable control variables are identified and the economic advantages to be gained
by keeping them under control can be gauged.
(viii) The model projections have provided a hitherto
unknown
degree of confidence when making
changes to the plant or its operating parameters.
DISCUSSION
The benefits of the modelling technique employed
have been considered above and, as can be seen, its
applications and potential uses are considerable. In the
first instance it has proven valuable as a learning aid
and can provide a potential
diagnostic
facility for
correcting plant defects and operating faults. Direct
economic benefit can be realizEd by using the technique
to establish the optimum settings of readily adjustable
parameters
such as the cyanide and pH levels. Automatic control of such variables
provides significant
scope for improvement
and, where controllers are already in use, the technique enables them to be utilized
more effectively.
The procedure also identifies key areas of the process
where investment
in additional
plant equipment
is
likely to be profitable and it provides the wherewithal
for the justification of such capital expenditure. In the
case of Anglo American Group plants, gravity concentration represents a clear cut case where substantial

returns on the investment can be expected. The benefits
will not be confined to gold alone since improved osmiridium and silver recovery will also be realized. While
the concept of concentrating
the gold into a small
tonnage is inherently attractive, it is not to be implied
that gravity represents the only way of achieving this.
However, the attainment
of a high treatment efficiency
of this gold by amalgamation,
coupled with the fact
that the extensions indicated are of existing operations
and know-how, provide strong incentives for pursuing
this avenue at the present time.
In view of the antipathetic
tonnage-recovery
relationship governing
the plants, the metallurgical
model
should ideally be integrated into an overall optimization
of the entire mine complex. It would appear, however,
that the many imponderables
and uncertainties
in the
industry would render difficult the establishment
of an
economic optimum tonnage for a given plant capacity.
Nevertheless,
given a particular
status quo of plant
operation, the model can be used to decide on the
economic merits of actions which appear to be metallurgically warranted.
A forte of the approach is that by using past operating
records, it not only puts the vast accumulation
of
operating data to good use but it also does not interfere
with the normal operation of the plant. When recommendations affecting the operation are indicated by the
analysis these can be implemented with a fair degree of
confidence.
While the accuracy of operating data often leaves
something to be desired, experience has been that
useful information can still be extracted from the data
by regression analysis. It would appear that the effects
sought cannot entirely be masked by inadequacies
of
sampling and metallurgical
accounting.
At the same
time the statistical
information
associated
with the
technique constitutes a useful guide as to the quality
of the operating records thereby providing incentive for
improvement.
A further strong feature of the approach lies in its
ability to yield rapid results as may be witnessed by the
short term economic gains which have been recorded.
In this regard, the technique has a decided advantage
over alternative,
and perhaps more classical, mathematical modelling methods.
Here models based on
physico-chemical
principles are devised for each unit
operation in the plant. These are then linked together to
provide an overall 'mechanistic'
model of the process.
While the model obtained might constitute
a better
representation
of the process than the empirical models
produced by regression analysis, many years usually
elapse before a suitable mechanistic model is obtained.
In the interim, some of the original problems which
spawned the investigation might, in fact, have ceased to
exist.
It should be stressed that there is no substitute for
sensible judgement
and a sound knowledge of the
process in the interpretation
of the results of a regression
analysis. Acceptance
of the initial computer
output
at face value can lead to spurious conclusions or even
blunders which could deal a mortal blow to the credibility
of the technique on the plant. As much physico-chemical
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information as is available should be brought to bear
on the analysis and research into the mechanisms
underlying
some of the effects uncovered
could be
fruitful for computer studies still to be undertaken.
A considerable
store of useful information
on the
behaviour of the plant and its various units resides
within the inter-variable
correlations which are generated in the course of the computation.
Careful study of
these correlations can yield a great deal of insight into
the operation of the process and can often be exploited
to economic advantage. Maximum interpretive effectiveness would obviously result from having trained plant
staff to scrutinize the computer output in the light of
their intimate knowledge of their own particular plants.
In the long term it is felt that the technique should be
transferred
to the mines themselves to be used as a
routine tool for analyzing plant operation.
A further important
aspect of the technique resides
in the fact that a global overview can be taken of the
process. This obviates having to examine unit operations
01' variables in isolation. Thus all the ramifications of
making a change at one point in the system can usually
be accounted for. Furthermore, any change recommended
can probably be made in such a way as to maximize the
overall profit rather than to improve an isolated feature
of the operation whose impact on the overall gold recovery cannot readily be assessed.
Having a good mathematical
model of a process is
obviously a useful forerunner
for automatic
process
control. The ability to devise an overall plant model
does not, however, imply that some overall computer
control strategy
is necessarily
envisaged.
It would
appear at present that gold plants can be very adequately run with local control loops on individual
variables or unit operations. On the other hand, most
of these control circuits are geared to ensuring efficient
mechanical operation which mayor may not be coincident with optimum metallurgical efficiency. A comprehensive plant model can provide the instantaneous
control set points for the individual control circuits so
as to obtain optimum economic benefit from the running of the whole operation.
The technique described is a general one and can be
applied to any process or plant where suitable operating
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records are kept. In the Anglo American Group gold
mines it is currently
also being applied to uranium
recovery and pyrite flotation plants.
In view of the economic benefits which have been
realized in a relatively short period of time, it might be
expected that a significant proportion of current gold
losses should be economically recoverable when all the
plants in the Group have been processed.
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